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ANAIS is a direct detection dark matter experiment aiming at the testing of the DAMA/LIBRA annual
modulation result, which, for about two decades, has neither been confirmed nor ruled out by any other
experiment in a model independent way. ANAIS − 112, consisting of 112.5 kg of sodium iodide crystals,
has been taking data at the Canfranc Underground Laboratory, Spain, since August 2017. This Letter
presents the annual modulation analysis of 1.5 years of data, amounting to 157.55 kg yr. We focus on the
model independent analysis searching for modulation and the validation of our sensitivity prospects.
ANAIS − 112 data are consistent with the null hypothesis (p values of 0.67 and 0.18 for [2–6] and
[1–6] keVenergy regions, respectively). The best fits for the modulation hypothesis are consistent with the
absence of modulation (Sm ¼ −0.0044� 0.0058 cpd=kg=keV and −0.0015� 0.0063 cpd=kg=keV,
respectively). They are in agreement with our estimated sensitivity for the accumulated exposure, which
supports our projected goal of reaching a 3σ sensitivity to the DAMA/LIBRA result in five years of data
taking.
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There is overwhelming evidence from cosmological and
astrophysical observations supporting that a large fraction
of the Universe energy-mass budget is not explained in the
framework of the standard model of particle physics,
assuming the cosmological standard model [1]. The sol-
ution to the dark matter (DM) and dark energy (DE) puzzle
is probably of a complex nature. In one of the preferred
hypothetical scenarios, DM can be understood as a new
non-zero-mass particle having a very low interaction
probability with baryonic matter. Although proposed can-
didates span about 45 orders of magnitude in mass, and
60 in cross section, axions and weakly interacting massive
particles (WIMPs) are among the better motivated [2].
Experimental effort devoted to unraveling the nature of the
DM particles has been spent, either by direct [3], indirect
[4], or accelerator searches [5], which are complementary
to each other. Only one experiment, DAMA/LIBRA [6–8],
has provided a longstanding positive result: the observation
of a highly statistically significant annual modulation in the
detection rate, which is compatible with that expected for
galactic halo dark matter particles. This result has neither
been reproduced by any other experiment, nor ruled out in a
model independent way. Compatibility among the different
experimental results in most conventional WIMP-DM
scenarios is actually disfavored [9–19]. Then, a similar
annual modulation search using the same target is man-
datory to shed light on the DAMA/LIBRA conundrum,
which is the goal of the ANAIS (annual modulation with

NaI scintillators) experiment. Other efforts sharing the
ANAIS goal in the international dark matter community
are the COSINE-100 experiment, which also takes data in
the dark matter mode at the Yang-Yang Underground
Laboratory, South Korea [9,20,21], and, in the longer term,
SABRE, which aims at installing twin detectors in
Australia and Italy [22], and COSINUS, which is devel-
oping cryogenic detectors based on NaI [23].
An annual modulation in the dark matter interaction rate

is expected by the revolution of Earth around the Sun,
which distorts the DM particle velocity distribution func-
tion as seen by the detector, which is typically assumed to
be Maxwellian boosted by the Sun velocity [24–26]. The
effect is present unless the DM halo is corotating with
the Solar System. However, it is strongly dependent on
the specific halo model both in amplitude and in phase. It is
natural to assume that the Sun is moving through a locally
isotropic DM halo, with the Earth orbiting aside.
Consequently, searches are performed for a modulation
of DM-like events with a one year period and a well-
defined phase. On the other hand, preferably, an annual
modulation analysis should not assume a priori neither the
period of the modulation nor the phase, but it should derive
them from the data. A full and consistent analysis, then,
requires several years of measurement in very stable
conditions. This is the long-term goal of our experiment.
ANAIS − 112, consisting of 112.5 kg of NaI(Tl) detec-

tors, was installed in 2017 at the Canfranc Underground
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Laboratory, LSC, in Spain. The ANAIS − 112 setup under-
goes a different residual cosmic ray flux and environmental
conditions than DAMA/LIBRA (800 m versus 1400 m rock
overburden, for instance). Consequently, the potential
confirmation of a modulation with same phase and ampli-
tude would be very difficult to explain as an effect of
backgrounds or systematics. ANAIS − 112 experimental
details have been recently reported, as well as the perfor-
mance of the first year’s operation [27], the analysis of
backgrounds [28], and the sensitivity prospects for a five-
year operation [29]; here we just briefly summarize the
most relevant features of the experimental apparatus.
ANAIS − 112 uses nine NaI(Tl) modules produced by

Alpha Spectra Inc. in Colorado (US) [30]. These modules
have been manufactured from 2012 to 2017 and shipped to
Spain, avoiding air travel in order to prevent the cosmo-
genic activation of the module materials. Each crystal is
cylindrical (4.75” diameter and 11.75” length), with a mass
of 12.5 kg, and it is housed in OFE (oxygen free electronic)
copper. This encapsulation has a Mylar window, which
allows for a low energy calibration using external gamma
sources. It incorporates two quartz optical windows to
couple the photomultipliers (PMTs). All PMTunits, as well
as all relevant materials used in the building of the
detectors, have been screened for radiopurity using high
purity germanium detectors in the low background facilities
at LSC. Their contribution to the experiment background
has been estimated [28,31] and included in our background
model (see below). We would like to emphasize that the
outstanding light collection measured for the nine modules
is at the level of 15 photoelectrons (phe) per keV [27,32].
ANAIS − 112 is calibrated every two weeks using external
109Cd sources: all the nine modules are simultaneously
calibrated using a multisource system that minimizes down
time periods. Background events from the decay of 40K and
22Na in the crystal bulk, associated to 3.2 and 0.9 keV
energy depositions, and selected by coincidence with an
energy deposition in a second module around 1461 and
1275 keV, respectively, are also used to improve the accuracy
of the calibration down to the energy threshold [27].
The ANAIS − 112 shielding consists of 10 cm of

archaeological lead, 20 cm of low activity lead, an anti-
radon box (continuously flushed with radon-free nitrogen
gas), an active muon veto system made up of 16 plastic
scintillators designed to cover the top and sides of the
whole ANAIS setup, and 40 cm of neutron moderator
(a combination of water tanks and polyethylene blocks).
In the design of the muon veto system we follow a tagging
strategy instead of a hardware vetoing. The goal is twofold:
on the one hand, to discard events in the NaI(Tl) crystals
coincident with muon veto triggers; on the other hand, to
analyze eventual correlations between muon hits in the
plastic scintillators and events in the NaI(Tl) crystals,
especially in the region of interest (ROI) [1–6] keV (energy
will be shown in electron equivalent units throughout this

Letter). Environmental parameters (muon flux, radon con-
tent in the laboratory air, temperature at the detectors and
electronics, etc.) are continuously monitored [27,33].

The ANAIS − 112 electronic chain and data acquisition
system (DAQ) have been described in Refs. [27,33]. Each
PMT charge signal is independently processed and divided
into (1) a trigger signal, (2) a low energy (LE) signal that
goes to the digitizers which sample the waveforms at
2 Gs=s with high resolution (14 bits), and (3) a high
energy (HE) signal, conveniently attenuated. The trigger of
each PMT signal is done at phe level, while the single
module trigger is done by the coincidence (logical AND) of
the two PMT triggers in a 200 ns window. The global
trigger is the logical OR of the nine modules’ trigger
signals. Trigger efficiency is close to 100% down to the
analysis threshold established at 1 keV [27].
ANAIS − 112 started taking data in the DM mode on

August 3, 2017. It has accumulated almost 1.5 years of
data-taking time in quite stable conditions by February 12,
2019. Total live time available for the annual modulation
analysis is 527.08 days: 341.72 ðfirst yearÞ þ 185.36
ðhalf second yearÞ. This implies a live time of 94.5%
(95.2%), dead time of 2.9% (2.2%), and down time of
2.6% (2.6%) for the first (second) year of data taking,
respectively. The down time is mainly due to the periodical
calibration runs carried out using low energy gamma
sources. We remove events arriving less than one second
after the last muon veto trigger, correcting the total live time
by subtracting one second per muon veto trigger, so the live
time used for the annual modulation analysis that follows is
511.16 days.
A blind analysis strategy in three levels has been

followed: first, we calculate pulse parameters, the time
since the last muon veto, and we apply the peak-finding
algorithm to identify individual phe in low energy pulses;
second, we calibrate the energy response of every detector
at LE and HE [27]; third, we optimize the pulse shape cuts
and calculate their efficiency, being the LE variable hidden
for events corresponding to single hits (M1 events). Only
10% of the data were unblinded for the general background
assessment and the fine tuning of procedures [27]; those
data were randomly chosen (34 days amounting to
32.9 days live time) and time evolution was kept hidden
until the data unblinding, presented in this Letter.
Calibration procedures and efficiency corrections

applied in the following have been derived as done in
Ref. [27] for the first year, continuing with same procedure
in the half second year added in this analysis. Events in the
ROI are selected, after energy calibration, by imposing the
following criteria: single hit events (M1); a pulse shape cut
combining the fraction of the pulse area in [100–600] ns
after the event trigger, defined following Ref. [34], and the
logarithm of the mean time of the distribution of the
individual phe arrival times in the digitized window [20];
and events having an asymmetric light sharing between the
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two PMT signals are removed by imposing a cut on the
number of peaks identified in each PMT (asymmetry cut).
The total detection efficiency, εðE; dÞ, calculated independ-
ently for every detector d as a function of the energy, E, can
be written [27] as

εðE; dÞ ¼ εtrgðE; dÞ × εPSAðE; dÞ × εasyðE; dÞ; ð1Þ

where the trigger efficiency εtrgðE; dÞ is calculated from
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, and the efficiencies of the
pulse shape, εPSAðE; dÞ, and asymmetry, εasyðE; dÞ, cuts are
evaluated from the 3.2 and 0.9 keV events selected by the
coincidencewith the high energy gammas following 40K and
22Na decays, and 109Cd calibration events, respectively,
accumulated for all the analyzed exposure. Total detection
efficiency ranges from 0.15 to 0.35 at 1 keV, depending on
the detector, increases up to 0.8 at 2 keV, and is nearly 1 at
4 keV for all the modules. Statistical errors in the total
efficiency vary from 3 to 8% at 1 keV down to 1% at 6 keV.
Comparing different methods for the efficiency calculation
we have also estimated a systematic uncertainty that amounts
up to 20%at 1–1.2 keVand is negligible above 1.5 keV.More
details can be found in Ref. [27]. Time evolution of these
efficiencies is under study.
The background model for all of the nine detectors used

in the ANAIS − 112 setup has been developed. It is based
on MC simulations using the measured activity in external
components and in crystals, including cosmogenic prod-
ucts, quantified in dedicated, independent measurements
using different analysis techniques. It provides a good
overall description of measured data at all energy ranges
above 2 keV and at different analysis conditions (coinci-
dence or anticoincidence) [28]. In the ROI the background
is dominated by the emissions from the crystals themselves,
in particular, 210Pb (32.5%) and 3H (26.5%) continua, and
40K (12%) and 22Na (2.0%) peaks are the most significant
contributions. Short-lived isotopes activated cosmogeni-
cally are still present in the bulk of the last received crystals
[35,36], contributing as background in the ROI, specially in
the [3-5] keV region. However, from 1 to 2 keV there is a
large fraction of our background lacking from explanation
in the frame of the ANAIS-112 background model, as
stated in Ref. [28]. It could have as its origin a nonbulk
scintillation leaking through our event selection criteria.
The time evolution of the rate of those events surviving

all the cuts during the first year and a half of ANAIS − 112
operation is shown for different populations in Figs. 1(a)–
1(f). Data from all the modules have been added together
and corrected by the corresponding efficiencies. The two
lower panels correspond to two different energy windows
in the ROI: [1–6] keV, (a), and [3–5] keV, (b), while the
upper panels show the evolution of control populations for
which no modulation is expected: (c) [6–20] keV, (d) dou-
ble-coincidence events (M2) in energy region [1–6] keV,
and coincident events attributed to (e) 40K, and (f) 22Na

decays in the crystals (low energy M2 events have an
energy deposition in a second detector in a window around
the corresponding high energy gamma). The uppermost
panel, (g), presents the evolution of muon-related low-
energy events before the cuts (M1 events in [1–6] keV
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FIG. 1. Rate of events corresponding to different populations
along the first year and a half of ANAIS − 112 operation,
calculated in ten-day binning. Data from all the modules have
been added together and corrected, when necessary, by the
corresponding efficiencies. Events surviving all the filters are
shown in panels (a)–(f): in energy region [1–6] keV, (a);
[3–5] keV, (b); [6–20] keV, (c); M2 events in energy region
[1–6] keV, (d); M2 events in energy region [2–5] keV in
coincidence with a high energy gamma in a second detector in
the 40K window, (e); and M2 events in energy region [0–2] keV
in coincidence with a high energy gamma in a second detector in
the 22Na window, (f). Events arriving less than one second after a
muon veto trigger before the cuts are shown in panel (g). Fits are
shown as red solid lines, and corresponding fit parameters and
chi-squared and p values are also given in the plot. Green dashed
lines correspond to the background model, normalized according
to a factor, f, which is also given in the plots.
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region arriving less than 1 second after a muon veto
trigger). As pointed out in Ref. [27], many low energy
events are registered after a muon passage through the
detector. They likely originate in the long tail of the
scintillation pulse produced by a large muon energy
deposition, which is able to trigger many times the DAQ
system and produce fake low-energy events. This popula-
tion is clearly fluctuating in time and will be studied in a
future work.
In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), we observe a relevant decrease in

the rate at the ROI, which amounts up to 8% in the analyzed
period. It is caused by cosmogenically activated isotopes
and is well reproduced qualitatively in all energy windows
by our background model [28], shown in Fig. 1 in green
dashed lines. It is normalized by a factor, f, to be more
easily compared with the measured rates. Agreement in
[3–5] keV region is also quantitatively very good,
f ¼ 1.04, as the background time evolution in this region
is dominated by short-lived cosmogenic isotopes. However,
our background model underestimates the rate in the
[1–6] keV region (f ¼ 1.28), because from 1 to 2 keV
our background model does not reproduce the measure-
ment [28], as commented on above.
We perform a least-squares fit on Figs. 1(a) to 1(d) to a

constant term plus an exponential function in order to
account for the mentioned background reduction and
following our background model [28]. The χ2=NDF and
the values of the fitted parameters are shown in the figure.
Good fits are obtained, with p values larger than 0.20 in all
cases. The 40K (3.2 keV) and 22Na (0.9 keV) M2 pop-
ulations, on the other hand, are modeled by a constant and
an exponential decay, respectively. We derive consistent
results (p value ¼ 0.29) in the first case, and a reasonable
agreement with the 22Na half-life (T1=2 ¼ 3.01� 0.36 y,
p value ¼ 0.07) in the second.

In this Letter we present our modulation results in two
energy regions, [2–6] keV and [1–6] keV, to allow for a
direct comparison with the DAMA/LIBRA results. The
values of the modulation amplitude observed by DAMA/
LIBRA, SDAMA

m , are 0.0102� 0.0008 and 0.0105�
0.0011 cpd=kg=keV in the full exposure for [2–6] keV
and using only phase 2 data for [1–6] keV energy region,
respectively [8]. We expect results derived from [2–6] keV
to be more robust because our data selection efficiencies
strongly go down below 2 keV, increasing the risk to be
affected by unknown systematics.
We evaluate the statistical significance of a possible

modulation in our data by a least-squares method in the
time-binned data. We have considered mean efficiencies
for correcting the events rate at each bin, which implies
there are correlation terms. However, being the uncertainty
at each bin dominated by statistics, the effect of this
correlation in the result should be small, and it has not
been considered. The efficiency-corrected rate of events
surviving the cuts in the [1–6] and [2–6] keV energy
regions is modeled as

RðtÞ ¼ R0 þ R1 expð−t=τÞ þ Sm cos½ωðtþ ϕÞ�; ð2Þ
where R0 and R1 are free parameters and τ is fixed to the
value obtained from our background model in the corre-
sponding energy range. We also fix the period (ω ¼ 2π=
365 d ¼ 0.01721 rad d−1) and the phase (ϕ ¼ þ62.2 d,
corresponding the cosine maximum to June 2 when taking
as time origin August 3), while Sm is fixed to 0 for the null
hypothesis and left unconstrained (positive or negative) for
the modulation hypothesis. This allows a direct comparison
with the results from the DAMA/LIBRA analysis with one
free parameter [8]. We present the best fit for both
hypothesis for a ten-day time binning in Fig. 2. In order
to highlight the presence or absence of modulation, we plot
the data with the constant and exponential terms subtracted.
For the sake of comparison, in the plot, we show the
modulation measured by DAMA/LIBRA (green lines).
In both energy regions the null hypothesis is well

supported by the χ2 test, with χ2=NDF ¼ 48.0=53 for
the [2–6] keV (p value ¼ 0.67) and χ2=NDF ¼ 62.0=53
for the [1–6] keV regions (p value ¼ 0.18). The best fits
for the modulation hypothesis are Sm ¼ −0.0044�
0.0058 cpd=kg=keV and −0.0015� 0.0063 cpd=kg=keV
for [2–6] keV and [1–6] keV, respectively. In both cases,
p values are slightly lower than those of the null hypothesis
(0.65 and 0.16, respectively). The best fits are incompatible
at 2.5σ (1.9σ) with the DAMA/LIBRA signal.
The statistical significance of our result is determined

by the standard deviation of the modulation amplitude
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FIG. 2. ANAIS − 112 data in the energy windows [1–6] keV
(bottom panel) and [2–6] keV (top panel) surviving all the cuts
and efficiency corrected [27]. Data are displayed after subtracting
the constant and exponential functions fitted to Eq. (2). Fits are
also shown in the same way, both in the modulation (three free
parameters) and the null hypothesis (two free parameters). χ2 and
p values displayed allow the comparison of both hypothesis, and
DAMA/LIBRA results on modulation amplitude in both energy
windows are shown in green [8].
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distribution, σðSmÞ, which would be obtained in a large
number of experiments like ANAIS − 112 with the present
exposure. Then, we quote our sensitivity to DAMA/LIBRA
result as the ratio SDAMA

m =σðSmÞ, which directly gives in σ
units the C.L. at which we can test the DAMA/LIBRA
signal. At present, our result σðSmÞ¼0.0058ð0.0063Þcpd=
kg=keV for [2–6] keV ([1–6] keV) corresponds to a
sensitivity of 1.75σ (1.66σ) to the DAMA/LIBRA signal.
In Ref. [29] we found an analytical expression to calculate
σðSmÞ at a given exposure from the measured background
and detection efficiency. Figure 3 (dark blue lines) displays
our sensitivity projection calculated following Ref. [29]
for the two studied energy ranges, whereas the blue bands
represent the 68% uncertainty in SDAMA

m as reported in
Ref. [8]. In the calculation we take into account the
ANAIS − 112 live time distribution, the background reduc-
tion expected due to decaying isotopes and the statistical
error in the detection efficiency. The black dots are the
sensitivities derived in this work, including a systematic
error estimated by changing the time binning from 1 to
20 days, and considering the systematics in the efficiency
[27]. The results perfectly agree with our estimates,
confirming the ANAIS − 112 projected sensitivity to the
DAMA/LIBRA result. A 3σ sensitivity should be at reach
in 4–5 years of data taking.
Finally, Fig. 4 presents the best fit amplitudes, Sm,

calculated per 1 keVenergy bins, from 1 to 20 keV (bottom
panel, black dots), together with the DAMA-phase-2
modulation amplitudes extracted from Ref. [8] (blue
triangles). The top panel shows the p values for the null
(open squares) and modulation hypothesis (closed circles)
for every energy bin. All the modulation amplitudes in
the ROI are compatible with 0 and, in general, p values

for the null hypothesis are slightly larger than those of the
modulation hypothesis. The 1σ and 2σ bands shown in the
figure are obtained following Ref. [29] for the present
ANAIS − 112 exposure.
In summary, to test the DAMA/LIBRA annual modu-

lation result in a model independent way, an analysis of the
first year and a half of data from ANAIS − 112 experiment
has been presented. This analysis is based in visible
energies (keVee), as DAMA/LIBRA does. This implies
the interpretation in terms of dark matter is not direct,
because it depends on some issues related with the
detectors’ performance. We are working on the measure-
ment of the quenching factor for the scintillation of nuclear
recoils in ANAIS-112 crystals, the most relevant parameter
to allow such a comparison. Moreover, understanding
nonbulk scintillation events populations is crucial: for
instance, because of our high light yield, the contribution
from noise events should appear in ANAIS at lower
equivalent energies than in DAMA/LIBRA. Other exper-
imental features, such as energy resolution, could have
some impact in the comparison of results among experi-
ments, but their effect should be minor. It will be analyzed
in more depth in subsequent analysis. ANAIS − 112 annual
modulation result is compatible with the sensitivity esti-
mates done in Ref. [29], and confirms our goal of reaching
sensitivity at 3σ level in five years (see Fig. 3) to the
DAMA/LIBRA result. We derive best fits for the modu-
lation amplitude Sm ¼ −0.0044� 0.0058 and −0.0015�
0.0063 cpd=kg=keV, in the [2–6] and [1–6] keV energy
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regions, respectively, compatible with the absence of
modulation.
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